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UNDERSTANDING POST-PROCCESSING: INTRODUCTION, PART 1

This E-book goes right to the heart of my approach towards post-processing of photographs. There are five images and five
tutorials that go through the steps I took in order to achieve the look of each image.
At the core, the process is similar for all five photographs, but each tutorial has a key lesson/s that is a little different from
the others.
In post-processing, there are various ways and different software solutions that can achieve what is more or less the same
result. For the purpose of reaching a broader range of photographers the tutorials are based on the most widely used
software packages – Adobe Lightroom and Adobe Photoshop. Most of the work can be done in Lightroom alone and all of
the work can be done in Photoshop CS4. All the necessary steps in Lightroom are virtually identical to what you would do
in Camera RAW, Photoshop CS4.
INTRODUCTION
Our cameras are not nearly as potent as our eyes; the range of tones and colors that cameras are capable of capturing is far
below what our eyes can see. Something that looked great at the time of shooting may no longer look so good in the image
that comes up on the computer screen. This is particularly true in regards to RAW files, which really tend to be on the flat
side, as far as colors and tones are concerned. A good image is still good, even if it is a flat RAW file, but it is not necessarily
publishable or suitable for a client. This is where post-processing comes in.
Usually my main objective with post-processing is to make the photograph that comes out of the camera match the image
that was captured with my eyes and processed with my brain. That image looks striking, but believable. It is not adjusted to
the point where my Lightroom/Photoshop work takes up all the attention. A ‘believable image’ doesn’t however mean that
the final look can’t border on the surreal. In real life things often look magical and surreal and if you or I feel the magic at the
time of shooting, it’s only reasonable to re-create it in the image. We just have to make it as ‘real-life magical’ as possible.
The first thing that I would suggest to anyone before post-processing their own images is to look in magazines and on the
web for the sort of photographic work that inspires you, only the great, strong photographs. Study them; see what makes
them effective in regards to color, tonal range and contrasts. Train your eye to notice the small nuances, the details that
are not immediately obvious. The more you do this - the better you will be able to recognize what work needs to be done
to your own images.
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UNDERSTANDING POST-PROCCESSING: INTRODUCTION, PART 2

Photography is a visual language and much of what we do in post-processing will contribute to what the image communicates,
just as composition, depth of field and light do. There should be some logic behind the adjustments we make. It’s ok to
simply imitate a look that appears to be great or trendy, but it may not work for every type of image. Personally I’m against
imitating without understanding and when we do understand, I feel that we are no longer just imitating, but rather adopting
elements and adding something from ourselves.
Before I work on my own images I analyze them and identify what needs to be done. Doing this repeatedly eventually
eliminates the guess-work and makes the whole process quicker. Once in a while I might still apply an effect or make an
adjustment, just to see whether it works and end up undoing it seconds later. Experimenting is part of the fun; however you
shouldn’t have to experiment at every step, that’s simply inefficient and the only way to efficiency is through experience.
I feel that every image has to be treated differently; there is no one formula, no magic preset that works for every photo.
There are however some things that I find myself doing repeatedly.
This is what they are:
Portraits
•
•

Lightening of the eyes.
Lightening of parts of the face and emphasizing of facial features wrinkles etc.

Images that involve landscapes
•
•
•

Adjustments in the sky to bring out the clouds which often get lost or blend in.
Bringing out the color, which often gets a little flat/dull in the RAW file.
Other times there may be a need to emphasize dramatic light.

An important thing that I would suggest to keep in mind is that any effect or adjustment can be overdone. If I feel like I am
heading in that direction, I’ll pull back. I aim for a perfect balance, but my theory is that staying on the conservative side is
a bit better than going over the top.
Once you understand the concepts in this E-book the range of looks that you can achieve is extremely wide. I use the
techniques to give my photographs a realistic, but striking look, while you can take the same techniques and head in a totally
different direction. Ultimately, and I don’t want to sound cheesy, but “Your imagination is your only limitation”.
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UNDERSTANDING POST-PROCCESSING: THE BASICS
IMPORTANT BEFORE YOU START
One of the first and most important steps is to go to the following link and download the
camera profiles:
http://www.adobe.com/cfusion/entitlement/index.cfm?e=labs_cameraprofiles
If you don’t, you will be limited to a rather uninspiring color representation of your
images.
Once you have downloaded and installed the profiles, you will have new profiles to
choose from in the profile pull-down menu. (see right)
CALIBRATE YOUR MONITOR
There are a few calibration tools out there. I use one by Gretag Macbeth. Search for
‘color calibrating your monitor’ on the internet and you’ll find plenty of solutions. Color
calibration is important to make your images look consistent across different monitors.
Be sure to calibrate and you’ll save yourself a lot of the frustration that can come with
inconsistent representation of your image.
WHEN EXPORTING
The size and ‘dpi’ of the image are up to you, what is important is to set the ‘Color
Space’ to AdobeRGB (1998). This is more or less the standard color space for postprocessing images. If you never intend to print your photograph, then using   SRGB
color space makes sense. If you are exporting to JPEG make sure that you’ve set the
quality to ‘12’.

IN LIGHTROOM
Once you have the profiles installed
you will have a whole bunch of new
profiles appear in the ‘Profile’ pull-down
menu. Most of them can be useful at
one time or another, depending on what
image you’re working on and what look
you are aiming to achieve.

IN CAMERA RAW (PHOTOSHOP CS4)
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UNDERSTANDING POST-PROCCESSING: THE BASICS - LAYER MASKS
LAYER MASKS BASICS
Layers in the case of these tutorials can simply be seen as images - one stacked on top of the other. Reducing the ‘Opacity’ of the top layer will show the entire
bottom layer to the extent to which the opacity was reduced. If however you want to only show a part of that bottom layer, while having most of the top layer
intact, you will need to create a ‘Layer Mask’.
•

A ‘Layer Mask’ cannot be created if there is only one layer, you need to have another layer under it. You can either duplicate your current image or open
another image ‘Copy’ it and ‘Paste’ it over the image that you are working with. The pasted image will become a layer and you will be able to create a ‘Layer
Mask’ inside it. (Screen-grab at the bottom gives visual cues on how to create a layer mask by duplicating one image).

•

‘Layer Masks’ can be opaque (white) or transparent (black). By default a ‘Layer Mask’ is opaque. To make it transparent:
Click inside the ‘Layer Mask’ box > set black as the background color > press Crtl+Backspace.

•

You can paint inside ‘Layer Masks’ with either white or black colored brushes. Avoid using any variation of gray. Using gray is essentially the same thing
as using different brush opacities and will cause confusion.

IF THE WHOLE CONCEPT APPEARS CONFUSING, DON’T WORRY IT WILL BECOME MUCH CLEARER AS YOU SEE REAL-LIFE EXAMPLES ON THE
FOLLOWING PAGES.
WORKING WITH LAYER MASKS
•

If the ‘Layer Mask’ is opaque (white), painting inside it with a black brush is like erasing parts of the top layer in order to bring out parts of the
bottom layer. You are can bring out the parts of the bottom layer at different opacities, depending on how intense you want them to look. Examples of this
can be seen on pages 14 (top image) and 30 (top image). Painting inside an opaque ‘Layer Mask’ with a white brush nullifies whatever you’ve painted with
the black brush and this can also be done at different opacities.

•

Exactly the same principal applies to working with the transparent (black) layer mask, but in opposite.

TWO MAIN WAYS IN WHICH I USE LAYER MASKS
•

Applying an effect to only parts of the image.
Again - See pages 14 (top image) and 30 (top image).

•

Reducing the intensity of an adjustment. Example - I need to do some ‘Dodging’
and ‘Burning’, before I begin I create a duplicate of the image/layer I want to work
with (see right). I do my ‘Dodging’ and ‘Burning’ in the duplicate layer. At the end I
feel like I went a little hard in one part. All I need to do is - create a ‘Layer Mask’ in
the dupliacate layer (see right) and paint with the black brush over the part which
I over-worked. (this is for opaque ‘Layer Mask’, reverse for transparent ‘Layer
Mask’)

HOW TO CREATE A LAYER MASK
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UNDERSTANDING POST-PROCCESSING: THE BASICS - IMPORTANT TOOLS
MAIN TOOLS THAT I USE IN LIGHTROOM AND PHOTOSHOP
Lightroom and Camera RAW (Photoshop CS4)
•

Global ‘Exposure’ for brightening and darkening of images. ‘Fill Light’
for bringing out detail in dark areas.

•

‘Temperature’ / ‘White Balance’ – I don’t fiddle much with ‘White Balance’
while shooting because I can adjust it in the RAW file in Lightroom and
Camera RAW.

•

‘Adjustment Brush’ – One of the most important tools for me. It allows
selective adjustments of parts of an image. Strokes with the ‘Adjutment
Brush’ essentially create a mask. Within this mask various adjustments
can be applied. The adjustments will be limited to the areas that the mask
encompasses. Multiple adjustments are possible within one mask, eg –
increase exposure, clarity and contrast all at once. However if I want to
have multiple values for the same kind of adjustment, eg. – exposure at
0.65 for one area and at 0.45 for another, I will need to create / paint a
new mask.

•

The tools within the ‘Adjustment Brush’ are pretty straight-forward and
I use all of them. ‘Exposure’ probably gets used most. ‘Clarity’ is not
as straight-forward as others. I use this tool whenever I want to intensify
a part of a photograph – mostly wrinkles, outlines on faces and various
textures.

ADJUSTMENT BRUSH AND COLTROLS
CAMERA RAW (PHOTOSHOP CS4)
ADJUSTMENT BRUSH AND CONTROLS
LIGHTROOM

Photoshop
•

‘Dodging’ and ‘Burning’. The way I use this tool is different to adjusting
exposure in Lightroom or Camera RAW. What I’m doing is only accentuating
the ‘Highlights’ with ‘Dodging’ and darkening the ‘Shadows’ with ‘Burning’
(bottom right). Meanwhile altering exposure with an ‘Adjustment Brush’ in
Lightroom or Camera RAW applies the effect to the entire tonal range.

•

I highly reccomend setting a separate shortcut key for ‘Dodge’ and for
‘Burn’ so that the tools can be accessed quickly.

At different stages I use some of the other tools too, but the ones mentioned
here are those that I can’t do without. When I do use the other tools I will
explain how and why I use them.

DODGING AND BURNING IN PHOTOSHOP
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TUTORIAL 1: CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS - STEP 1, INTRODUCTION AND PREPARATION

ABOUT THE IMAGE
A simple image that intends to show the tenderness and beauty of these two children who live in the cool mountains of Nepal’s
Langtang region.
There was a sort of luminance radiating from their faces and I wanted to put that across in my photograph. I also wanted to say
a little something about their surroundings, and while much of the scenery was enveloped in a grayish/bluish fog, I believe that
it made the scene rather atmospheric.

‘Adobe Standard’ profile gives a
relatively neutral/flat look to the image.
That’s what I wanted in this case, in
order to have room for manipulaion.

In post I would need to widen the color and tonal ranges, bring out the children’s faces and communicate the coolness of the
mountain climate and the fog.
KEY LESSONS
•
•
•

Tweaking ‘Temperature’ and blending layers to communicate the atmosphere/weather of a scene.
Increasing the tonal range by selectively tweaking ‘Exposure’ with the ‘Adjustment Brush’.
Bringing out facial features with intricate ‘Dodging’ and ‘Burning’ in Photoshop.

NOTE: TO AVOID REPETITION SOME THINGS WILL NOT BE EXPLAINED AGAIN IN THE TUTORIALS THAT FOLLOW.
PLEASE REFER TO THIS TUTORIAL AND THE ‘POST-PROCESSING BASICS’ SECTION IF YOU FORGET HOW OR WHY
TO MAKE A PARTICULAR ADJUSTMENT OR CARRY OUT A CERTAIN ACTION.

For the image to “pop out” a little, it will
need to have a strong black point and
bright whites.
Unless I am after something very
specific, I like to set the ‘Point Curve’
to ‘Strong Contrast’. I then drag the
‘Highlights’ and ‘Lights’ sliders until the
whites in the image are quite bright (visible in the histogram).
If the blacks/darks are not prominent
enough, I may also tweak the ‘Darks’
and ‘Shadows’ sliders.

BEFORE

AFTER

INITIALLY - EXPERIMENT A LOT WITH
THE ‘TONE CURVE’ AND SEE WHAT
RESULTS YOU COME UP WITH.
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: STEP 2 - PAINTING WITH THE ADJUSTMENT BRUSH

•

After selecting the ‘Profile’ and adjusting the ‘Tone Curve’ I paint inside the
image with the ‘Adjustment Brush’, emphasizing parts of the photograph
and brightening areas which have become too dark, because I exposed in
a way that would enable me to keep detail across different tonal ranges of
the image - i.e. I didn’t expose for the background, nor for the faces, but
rather somewhere in the middle.

•

I have provided screen-grabs of where I painted and of what adjustments
were made.
‘Clarity’ has been increased in parts of the face. I do this to slightly accentuate
features that I feel need more attention.

I slightly underexposed the faces not to lose detail in the sky. Now is the time to
make those faces look brighter.

Slightly brightening up the collar, to bring out a little detail.

Jumper brightened up a little. Again to bring the detail out.

Eyes have been brightened ‘Expoure’ and ‘Contrast have been slightly increased.
I don’t want to over do it, so I’ve only changed things a little here, more precise
work will be done in Photoshop
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: TWEAKING THE ADJUSTMENTS IN LIGHTROOM

All the masks which I have created/painted with the ‘Adjutment Brush’ are represented by a pin. I can view them or hide them by
pressing Ctrl+Shift+H or following the directions in the screen-shot (top left).
If at any time I want to tweak the adjustments that I have already made – I simply click on the pin and adjust the settings in the
area outlined in the screen-shot (above).
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: TWEAKING THE ADJUSTMENTS IN CAMERA RAW, PHOTOSHOP CS4

As you can see from the screen-grab above, the interface for the ‘Adjustment Brush’ in Lightroom and Camera RAW, Photoshop
CS4 is very, very similar.
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TUTORIAL 1: CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS - STEP 3, VIRTUAL COPY AND TEMPERATURE CHANGE

These are the steps:
•
•
•

Made a ‘Virtual Copy’ of my adjusted image (see left)
Brought the ‘Temperature’ slider all the way down to 3900 (below)
Experimented with the ‘Tint’ slider until I got the desired look

The resulting , adjusted ‘Virtual Copy’ does communicate the coolness,
but the children’s faces look totally lifeless. This will need to be
addressed in the next step and so I export the two images with the
different temperatures for further work in Photoshop.

Once I was finished with the ‘Adjustment
Brush’ I needed to turn my attention
towards visually communicating the
cold mountain climate.
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: STEP 4 - ‘BLENDING’ THE COOL AND THE WARM IMAGES

•

I open the two images - the one where color temperature was
untouched and the one which I made a little cooler.

•

Next I ‘Copy’ the cooler image and ‘Paste’ it into the normal
one. I now have two layers - one with cool color, one with
normal color below it.

•

I want to reduce the coolness just a little. I can do this by
changing the opacity of the top (cool) layer (see above).

•

The result is nice and while I like the coolness in the mountains
and the background in general, the children still look a little
lifeless.

•

I will need to create a layer mask and paint inside it with a brush, to selectively bring back
the warmth to parts of the image, particularly into the children’s faces. (See bottom part of the
screen-grab on the left, or even better - assign a shorcut key for ‘Layer Mask’.)

•

As mentioned in the beginning, with ‘Layer Masks’ you can ‘paint in’ parts of the image
underneath at varying strengths. This is exactly what I am about to do with this image.
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: STEP 5 - PAINTING IN THE LAYER MASK AND DODGING + BURNING
Here I have provided a diagram of
where I painted inside the layer mask
and at what opacity.
The next step is to make two layers cool and warm into one layer that I can
‘Dodge’ and ‘Burn’.
To do this: Right-click one of the layers
and choose ‘Merge Visible’ or ‘Flatten
Image’. (illustrated - bottom left).
Now I want to apply the finishing
touches, ‘Dodging’ and ‘Burning’, but
before that I want to make sure that I
can always return to the image which
I have created up to now or reduce the
intensity of any effect or adjustment that
I will apply.
I duplicate the layer by right-clicking on
it and choosing ‘Duplicate Layer’ or by
simply selecting the layer and pressing
Crtl+J.
•

Once the layer is duplicated I start
‘Dodging’ and ‘Burning’ in it.

•

To the left is a diagram of what
‘Dodging’ (red) and ‘Burning’ (blue)
I have done and at what intensity.

•

Once I am finished, I will often
create a layer mask, as I did when
blending the images. If something
was overdone I can always bring out
bits of the layer under the duplicate
or tone down the adjustment / effect
by painting in the layer mask at
varying intensites.
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: BEFORE
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: AFTER
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TUTORIAL 2: THE WAY HOME - INTRODUCTION AND PREPARATION
ABOUT THE IMAGE
I had wanted to photograph a
scene like this for a while, but I
kept waiting for the right light to
add a bit of magic to the shot.
Finally the chance came.

‘Camera Landscape’ profile
seems to produce slightly more
vibrant, saturated results. That’s
what I needed in this scene.

The light of the setting sun is what
makes this image, the way it gives
that golden glow to everything it
touches – the dust clouds, the
backs of the sheep, the leaves
on the bush and the shepherd’s
turban.
My white balance stays pretty
constant while I shoot; in this case
it was set to a temperature cooler
than what would have matched
the scene. Shooting RAW makes
this a non-issue and I knew
that I’d be able to address this
quickly in post. The other thing
to address was the ‘Vibrance’.
The untouched, flat RAW file
really isn’t a good representation
of what I saw and increasing the
‘Vibrance’ added come color to
areas that desperately needed it.
Finally adjustment brush and
some dodging and burning really
helped me nail the dramatic effect
of the light.

BEFORE
‘Strong Contrast’ was desired to make
the image dramatic, to make it ‘pop’.

AFTER

KEY LESSON
•

Adjusting ‘Temperature’ and increasing ‘Viabrance’ to dramatically
enhance light.

General settings in the untouched
RAW file.

General settings changed to bring
down the brightness of the sky and to
achieve a warmer, more viabrant look.
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TUTORIAL 2: THE WAY HOME - STEP 3, PAINTING WITH THE ADJUSTMENT BRUSH

As I remember, the dust clouds were very prominent and the light of the setting sun
added depth to the scene. To replicate that, I adjusted the above areas.

To bring out the texture on the sheep’s backs I increased the ‘Clarity’.

As I raised the ‘Exposure’ during the first step, a few backs of sheep became a little
overexposed. I brought the exposure back down a little.

Here I slightly brightened the backs of the sheep that are located in an area with
less light, towards the front of the frame.

The turban should stand out much more. I increased the ‘Exposure’, ‘Contrast’,
‘Saturation’ and ‘Clarity’ to make the turban more prominent.

Darkening the edges of the image to help draw the eye towards the ‘action’.
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TUTORIAL 2: THE WAY HOME - STEP 3, PAINTING WITH THE ADJUSTMENT BRUSH

In this image I really wanted to work the ‘Highlights’ and ‘Shadows’ with precision. ‘Dodge’ and ‘Burn’ are the best tools for that.
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TUTORIAL 2: THE WAY HOME - BEFORE
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TUTORIAL 2: THE WAY HOME - AFTER
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TUTORIAL 3: MATTRESS FACTORY - STEP 1, INTRODUCTION AND PREPARATION

ABOUT THE IMAGE
The scene of a woman amidst torn up mattresses was unusual and interesting in itself, but what really made the image for
me was the side-light and the way it interacted with the floating ‘flakes’ of the torn up mattresses, the way it illuminated and
shaped everything in the room.
Needless to say, anyone who witnessed this scene it real life would have been extremely disappointed after glancing at an
untouched RAW file with all the default settings. But this is a great example of an image that could be greatly enhanced/
brought closer to my vision with one simple adjustment – the manual manipulation of the ‘Tone Curve’.

I felt that the ‘Camera Faithul’ profile
worked best for this image. It gives a
nice, slightly vivid but not exagerrated
look to the images.

I ‘bend’ the ‘Tone Curve’ this way any time that I need to have dramatic contrasts, dark blacks and bright whites.
All other adjustments are basically about compensating for the shortcomings of digital image capture – widening the tonal
and color range etc.
KEY LESSON
•

The power of the ‘Tone Curve’

I wanted to really darken the whole
room, while still having some elements
looking really bright.
‘Custom’ tone curve was used here,
but I started off with a ‘Linear’ curve,
then shaped it by pulling on the
points marked red. (Basically making
shadows and darker mids darker and
highlights with lighter mids lighter).

BEFORE

AFTER

The ‘Highlights’ slider was dragged
all the way to +100 to give me really
bright whites.
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TUTORIAL 3: MATTRESS FACTORY - STEP 2, PAINTING WITH THE ADJUSTMENT BRUSH

I wanted to bring out the textures in the above areas of the photograph - ‘Clarity’
was increased.

My ‘Tone Curve’ made some areas of the image slightly overexposed. I lowered the
‘Exposure’ in these areas.

I feel it’s important for the hand to stand out a little and for the machinery to demand
some attention too - ‘Contrast’ and ‘Exposure’ were increased.

Again I made parts of the image stand out, just a little.

Those floating ‘flakes’ of torn mattresses really made the scene magical,
especially with that side-light. I wanted them to stand out even more.

‘Exposure’ slightly raised, to brighten the area near the hand, to separate it from
the background.
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TUTORIAL 3: MATTRESS FACTORY - STEP 3, DODGING AND BURNING

The main work has already been done in Lightroom. Here are I am simply slightly taking it a step further and enhancing it.
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TUTORIAL 3: MATTRESS FACTORY - BEFORE
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TUTORIAL 3: MATTRESS FACTORY - AFTER
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TUTORIAL 4: FISHERMAN - STEP 1, INTRODUCTION AND PREPARATION

ABOUT THE IMAGE
This image was about capturing the fisherman in action under the golden, morning light, against a
beautiful, blue yet cloudy sky.
I rarely use filters when I shoot and I never use them when I shoot scenes with action. The constant
changing of angles/perspectives would make a filter more of aan annoyance than help. However,
the key thing I had to do with this shot was bring out the clouds and increase the depth of the blue
in the sky. I ended up simulating a gradual density filter with the help of the ‘Gradual Fill’ tool in
Lightroom (the exact same tool exists in Camera RAW, Photoshop CS4).

I wanted to start with a relatively neutral
look and ‘Adobe Standard’ color profile
fits the bill.

KEY LESSON
•

Using the ‘Gradual Fill’ tool and blending layers in Photoshop to bring out the dramatic sky.

After I selected ‘Strong Contrast’ I
dragged the highlights slider all the
way to +100, so that I would have nice,
bright whites.

BEFORE

AFTER
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TUTORIAL 4: FISHERMAN - STEP 2, PAINTING WITH THE ADJUSTMENT BRUSH

Adjustments to accentuate facial features.

After the ‘Tonal Curve’ adjustments, the shirt became a little too bright and saturated.
I darkened it a little and reduced the ‘Saturation’.

‘Clarity’ was increased to ‘shape’ arms, hands and rope.

The eyes were looking a little flat. I made adjustments to give them some depth.
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TUTORIAL 4: FISHERMAN - STEP 3, VIRTUAL COPY AND GRADIENT FILL

The sky still needed to be ‘brought to life’ and those clouds, which
I remember so vividly were barely visible in the image. I used the
‘Gradient Fill’ tool to gradually darken the sky.  (see below)
I exported the two images for some final steps in Photoshop.

Once I finished with the ‘Adjustment
Brush’, I directed my attention towards
getting more depth and color out of
the sky. ‘Saturation’ was raised in the
‘Blues’ (above right).
I then made a ‘Virtual Copy’ of
the image for further, but different
manipulation. (see how to make a
virtual copy above)
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CHILDREN OF THE MOUNTAINS: STEPS 4 & 5 - BLENDING LAYERS + ‘DODGING’ AND ‘BURNING’

•

As you can see from the above screen-grab, I basically blended the two
images I exported. One has the ideal sky, while in the other, everything
else but the sky looks ideal, I pasted this layer over the top and created
a ‘Layer Mask’ inside it.

•

I made the ‘Layer Mask’ transparent (see page 6), then painted with a
white brush to bring out the areas which I didn’t want looking dark - the
face, arms and hands. (diagram above right)

•

After blending the two images I made them into one editable layer. (see
Tutorial 1 page 14 to see how that’s done)

•

The newly created image/layer was then duplicated for some finishing
touches - dodging and burning.

•

Most of the work was already done in Lightroom, but I always prefer to
use Photoshop for the final steps and the kind of work that requires a
delicate touch. The diagram to the left shows what I did.
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TUTORIAL 4: FISHERMAN - BEFORE
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TUTORIAL 4: FISHERMAN - AFTER
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TUTORIAL 5: FATHER AND SON - STEP 1, INTRODUCTION AND PREPARATION
ABOUT THE IMAGE
A key element in this double portrait is the detail in the father’s face and costume.
The stains on the costume were caused by a red powder, used in his village at weddings and celebrations. It’s somewhat
important and I didn’t want to loose this detail.

This is the profile that seemed to work
for this particular image..

Another important thing is the general aesthetic of the image. There was a soft morning light illuminating the scene front on. The
light was shaping the father’s face and adding a sense of depth to the space around him.
And so there were two crucial elements in the image, but the tonal range limitation of the digital camera meant that I could
only properly capture one of them. If I exposed precisely for the costume, the faces of the father and son would be severely
underexposed. If I exposed for the face, I’d loose most of the detail in the bright, white costume. I exposed somewhere in the
middle, to keep the details in the faces and the costume, knowing that I could make it all work in post later.
The work in post basically revolved around widening the tonal range and bringing out the facial features and textures present in
the photograph.
KEY LESSONS
•
•

Adjusting ‘Luminance’ to brighten an area of similar color.
Adjusting ‘Exposure’, ‘Clarity’ and ‘Contrast’ to dramatically bring out facial features and textures in a flat RAW image.
After I selected ‘Strong Contrast’ I
dragged the highlights slider to +54.
I wanted to have bright whites and if
they became too white I could always
bring them down with the adjustment
brush tool.

BEFORE

AFTER

‘Luminance’ increased in the oranges
to brighten the area of this color.
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TUTORIAL 5: FATHER AND SON - STEP 2, PAINTING WITH THE ADJUSTMENT BRUSH

The shirt and the hat were too bright, but enough detail remained. I decreased the
‘Exposure’ and increased the ‘Clarity’ to bring out the details and the texture.

‘Clarity’ and ‘Exposure’ were increased to brighten the face and the hand, as well
as bring out the textures a little.

‘Exposure’ was decreased and ‘Clarity’ was increased to accentuate the form of the
hand and the lower part of the arm.

I wanted to see a little more of the boy in the background - ‘Exposure’ and ‘Clarity’
were increased.

To bring the scene together, to give a little depth to the space I darkened the left
and right bottom edges. Some people apply vigneting to their photos, but I don’t
like the idea of all edges becoming equally dark. This is my alternative.

The eyes were accentuated with the increase of ‘Exposure’, ‘Contrast’ and
‘Clarity’.
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TUTORIAL 5: FATHER AND SON - STEP 3, DODGING AND BURNING

It may look like I did a lot of work dodging and burning, but in reality
these are just the finishing touches.
You can achieve similar results using the ‘Adjustment Brush’ in
Lightroom or Camera RAW (Photoshop CS4), but as I mentioned
throughout this E-book - for most precise results Photoshop is still my
first choice.
Again, if something has been overdone I can always create a ‘Layer
Mask’ and tone down the adjustment by bringing out parts of the
original image.
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TUTORIAL 5: FATHER AND SON - BEFORE
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TUTORIAL 5: FATHER AND SON - AFTER
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